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Abstract—The nonlinear loads in distribution grid may
generate harmful low-order harmonics, polluting the grid
and deteriorating the voltage quality particularly when the
grid is weak. The grid interfacing converters in the distribution system, such as the distributed generation (DG)
interfacing converters or hybrid ac/dc grid interlinking converters, can participate in distribution grid harmonic control. In this paper, two virtual-impedance-based harmonics
control methods are developed for grid interfacing voltagesource inverters (VSIs) to improve the power quality of the
distribution grid. As the control parameters are designed
based on the virtual impedance theory, clear physical meanings are given to explain their impacts on the system. Also,
the proposed methods do not rely on the closed loop feedback control and, therefore, are very suitable for VSIs with
low switching frequency (such as those for high-power DGs
or interlinking converters for hybrid ac/dc systems), whose
closed-loop control feedback bandwidth may be limited for
harmonic regulation. The influence of system delay and
feedback control loop is considered and modeled in the
design procedure; thus more accurate virtual impedance
control is achieved for low-switching-frequency VSIs. Moreover, a comprehensive comparison of the two methods, including stability and harmonic compensation performance,
are given. Their effectiveness is verified by experiment
results.
Index Terms—Distributed generation (DG), feed-forward
systems, harmonic distortion, hybrid ac/dc grids, virtual
impedance.

I. INTRODUCTION
OWADAYS, utilizing renewable energy has been well accepted as a beneficial supplement to the conventional fossil energy based generation. To do this, renewable-energy-based
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distributed generation (DG) systems, microgrid and emerging
hybrid ac/dc microgrid are being connected to the grid. At the
same time, poor power quality in the distribution grid has become a challenge for all the grid tied power electronic converters due to the increase of power electronics interfaced apparatus
and nonlinear loads. Thanks to the achievements in the control
strategy, the grid interfacing converters (IFCs), like interfacing
VSI in DG systems as well as the hybrid ac/dc grid interlinking converters, are being developed to multifunctional power
conversion equipment instead of a simple active power supplier
[1]. These ancillary functions, such as reactive power support
[2] and harmonic compensation [3]–[5], can help to improve
distribution grid power quality.
Considering individual interfacing converters, such as those
for DGs, when they are connected to a weak grid, the ac grid
voltages harmonics (i.e., the background harmonics) may cause
the converters to produce distorted current [6]–[8]. As a result,
the DG system may violate the grid codes, which constraints the
output current THD at utility side to be lower than 5%. To avoid
this, the interfacing converter output currents should be controlled with high current quality even under distorted grid conditions. This is called harmonic rejection control in this work.
On the other hand, when the harmonic sources are local loads,
the grid interfacing converters of DG and hybrid ac/dc grid
should participate in the harmonics compensation of point of
common coupling (PCC) voltage [9], [10] to avoid deteriorating the power quality of the ac grid. This operation mode,
defined as harmonic compensation, will enable the potential of
multifunctional grid interfacing converter. Further considering
the grid structure variations due to connection/disconnection of
loads and the forming of microgrids, both harmonic rejection
and compensation control method are required for the interfacing converters under different conditions.
To enable the grid interfacing converters to participate in harmonic control, the control bandwidth has to be enlarged as the
primary purpose of those converters is to regulate the fundamental frequency outputs, such as DG output maximum power point
tracking (MPPT) or hybrid ac/dc grid power exchange control.
To achieve this, multiple synchronous reference frame control
[11], proportional plus multiple resonance control [3], repetitive
control [4], [12] and deadbeat control [13] have been employed,
wherein, the repetitive control can realize the regulation of
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integer order harmonic while the delay embedded will deteriorate the dynamic response performance. High bandwidth and
fast dynamic response can be obtained by deadbeat control.
However, for high order system, such as an inverter with LCL
filter, the realization of deadbeat control is very complicated
[13]. Moreover, its sensitivity to system parameter reduces its
robustness. Additionally, the virtual impedance technique has
been adopted to control the flow of harmonic current as well,
realizing flexible converter output current control objectives in
different operation modes [5], [14], [15]. For example, in [5]
and [14], harmonic control reference is generated by virtual
impedance and added to feedback control reference to compensate the PCC voltage harmonics.
Most of the aforementioned methods are based on closedloop harmonic control. The principle is to increase the loop gain
at harmonic frequency to minimize the tracking error, regulating the harmonic components to be zero. As a result, multiple
loops may be necessary, slowing down the dynamic response.
For example, outer voltage loop and inner current loop are
needed for voltage harmonic compensation [3], [16] in feedback control systems. Additionally, the multiple-loop control
with low-switching-frequency will have limited control bandwidth for harmonics regulation. On the contrary, the relationship
between the control parameters and the actual output characteristics under feed forward control are more straightforward, thus
the physical meanings can be easily obtained. As discussed
in this paper, the feed-forward gains can change the output
impedance of the converter, thus the different control targets,
harmonic current rejection or harmonic voltage compensation,
can be easily achieved without multiple control loops. Therefore, its fast dynamic response and independence from current
feedback control loop make the feed forward control an attractive option to realize harmonic control [17]–[21]. Also, with the
help of the virtual impedance theory, the design and analysis
would be easy as well.
Virtual impedance control for interfacing VSI can be realized
through PCC voltage measurement [10], [18], or VSI output
current measurement [22]. However, the existing methods focus on either the VSI output current quality improvement under
distorted grid [18], [22] or PCC voltage quality improvement
[10]. With the single compensation objective, the control system
tuning and virtual impedance design do not allow the flexibility
and guaranteed stability for a system that may demand different
harmonic control functions under different operating conditions.
Also, the most of the work did not consider the influence of system delay [23], [24], which is very important for low-switchingfrequency systems such as high-power renewable-energy-based
DG or hybrid ac/dc grid interlinking VSI.
In this paper, two methods based on virtual impedance theory to improve power quality by grid interfacing VSI with low
switching frequency are investigated and compared: 1) PCC
voltage harmonics feed-forward method, named as VFF, and 2)
output current harmonics feed-forward method, named as CFF.
Both methods do not rely on the closed-loop control bandwidth
for VSI real/reactive power regulation and can reshape the VSI
output impedance at harmonic frequencies, flexibly realizing
the harmonic rejection or harmonic compensation functions to

Fig. 1.
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Interfacing VSI system blocks and proposed control strategies.

improve system current or voltage power quality. The proposed
methods have simple control structure, clear physical meaning
that greatly simplify the control implementation and parameter
design. To achieve these advantages in low-switching-frequency
system, accurate models with system delay considered for both
methods are developed in this paper. Also, thorough stability and
performance comparisons of the proposed methods as well as
recommendations for the two methods under different compensation modes, are presented in the paper. Experimental results
from an interfacing VSI are provided to verify the effectiveness
and corresponding analysis of the proposed methods.
II. PROPOSED CONTROL STRATEGY FOR GRID
INTERFACING VSI
A typical structure of the interfacing VSI is shown in Fig. 1.
A dc source, which can be PV arrays, rectifier outputs of wind
turbines, outputs of energy storage equipment, or the dc bus of a
hybrid ac/dc grid, etc., is connected to the ac grid through a VSI.
An LCL filter, constructed by L1 , L2 , and C, is used to filter out
high-frequency harmonics. The loads, linear or nonlinear, are
also connected to the grid, injecting harmonics to the system.
The resistors R1 , R2 represent the parasitic resistances. Rd is
the resistor for passive damping. Moreover, Zg represents the
grid impedance.
Two control methods to do the harmonic control are also
shown in Fig. 1. The harmonic currents (or the harmonic voltages) are fed forward to the modulation references with designed gain Gh (or Kh ). To realize the control strategies, the
output currents (or PCC voltages) are transformed into the α–β
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However, in a low-switching-frequency VSI system, the system delay would be a significant factor that influences the current
harmonic phase angle. Although the gain of feedback fundamental control loop at harmonic frequency is small, the coupling to
the output harmonic still exist. Taking these two factors into
consideration, (3) can be rewritten as
Vinv h (s) = −Gh · IO h (s) · e−T d s − GPR (s) · e−T d s IO h (s)
(4)
where Td represents the equivalent system delay.
Substituting (4) into (2) and modifying it to express the harmonic current Ieq h , the result is given by
Fig. 2.

Ieq h (s) =

Equivalent model of interfacing converter system.

orthogonal coordinate, in which it is possible to construct the
complex coefficient Gh (or Kh ). The harmonics in currents
(or voltages) are obtained by harmonic extraction modules,
which usually are band-pass filters. Then the extracted harmonics are amplified by the complex gain Gh (or Kh ) and
transformed back to the a–b–c stationary frame. Finally, they
are added to modulation references. With the feed forward control, the equivalent converter-side harmonic impedance can be
changed.
As the regulated signals are directly added into the modulation
references, neither extension of the controller bandwidth nor
extra high bandwidth controller is necessary for the feedback
loop. The feed-forward control paths are not limited by the
feedback control bandwidth.
The equivalent circuit of the VSI and the whole system is
shown in Fig. 2. Since the grid-interfacing VSI typically employs current control method as the inner control loop, the Norton equivalent method is adopted in the analysis. The nonlinear
load is modeled as a harmonic current source in parallel with
an impedance that accounts for fundamental frequency power
[25], [26].
Based on Norton equivalent circuit theory, the equivalent current Ieq and equivalent impedance Zeq can be easily obtained
as in (1) and (2)
Zeq (s) =

ZL 1 (s)ZL 2 (s) + ZL 1 (s)ZC (s) + ZL 2 (s)ZC (s)
ZL 1 (s) + ZC (s)
(1)

Ieq (s)
=

ZC (s)
Vinv (s)
ZL 1 (s)ZL 2 (s) + ZL 1 (s)ZC (s) + ZL 2 (s)ZC (s)
(2)

where ZL 1 (s), ZL 2 (s), ZC (s) represent the impedances of the
branches of L1 , L2 , C in Laplace domain, respectively; Vinv (s)
can be seen as the output voltage of the three-phase bridge when
averaged linear model [27] is applied.
Using CFF, the output harmonic voltage at VSI output terminal Vinv h is determined by harmonic in output current IO h and
the feed-forward gain Gh , as shown in (3)
Vinv h (s) = −Gh · IO h (s).

(3)

−Gh · ZC (s) · e−T d s − GPR · ZC (s) · e−T d s
IO h (s). (5)
ZL 1 (s)ZL 2 (s) + ZL 1 (s)ZC (s) + ZL 2 (s)ZC (s)
From Fig. 2, it is easy to find out that
Ieq h (s) =

VPCC h (s)
+ IO h (s).
Zeq (s)

(6)

Substituting (5) into (6), the equivalent harmonic impedance
ZV , or in other words, the virtual impedance of VSI can be
acquired, as shown in (7)
ZV (s) = −

VPCC h (s)
=
IO h (s)



Gh · ZC (s) · e−T d s + GPR (s) · ZC (s) · e−T d s
1+
Zeq (s).
ZL 1 (s)ZL 2 (s) + ZL 1 (s)ZC (s) + ZL 2 (s)ZC (s)
(7)
As an alternative method, when PCC voltage is taken as the
feed-forward variable, the output harmonic voltage at VSI output terminal is defined as
Vinv h (s) = − Kh · VPCC h (s) · e−T d s
− GPR (s) · e−T d s · IO h (s).

(8)

Substituting (8) into (2) and considering that (6) is still applicable for VFF approach, (9) can then be obtained. Therefore,
when PCC voltage feed forward is applied, the equivalent harmonic impedance of VSI ZV is expressed as
ZV (s) = −

1+

VPCC h (s)
=
IO h (s)


GPR (s) · ZC (s) · e−T d s
ZL 1 (s)ZL 2 (s)+ZL 1 (s)ZC (s)+ZL 2 (s)ZC (s)


Zeq (s).
Kh · ZC (s) · e−T d s
1+
ZL 1 (s) + ZC (s)
(9)

It can be concluded that the equivalent output impedance
ZV , i.e., the virtual impedance of the VSI, can be changed by
the feed-forward gain Kh or Gh according to (9) and (7), respectively. The equivalent harmonic impedance can either be
increased or decreased by the feed-forward gains Kh and Gh .
Assuming all the harmonic currents in the system are injected
by the nonlinear loads, when ZV is increased, i.e., the harmonic equivalent impedance is increased on the VSI side, the
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Fig. 3. Comparisons of proposed control structures with feedback harmonic control methods.

VSI will resist the grid background harmonics and maintain a
good VSI output current quality. On the contrast, when ZV is
decreased, harmonic current will be absorbed by the VSI. In
this case, the voltage at PCC will be improved even local nonlinear loads are connected. Therefore, whether to improve the
VSI output current quality (harmonic rejection) or to improve
the PCC voltage quality (harmonic compensation) can be flexibly determined by designing the virtual impedance, according
to the system requirement. For example, if the VSI based DG
and load are considered as a local microgrid, the current quality
between the microgrid and main ac grid can be improved with
the PCC voltage compensation. On the other hand, if an individual interfacing converter is required to produce clean output
current even under weak grid with PCC voltage distortion, the
harmonic rejection control is necessary. The different strategies
can be achieved through adjusting the feed-forward gains. With
the relationship between feed-forward gain and the actual output
impedance of the VSI established, the design of feed-forward
gains turns to design the desired output impedances.
In addition, it is worth to note that the structures of CFF for
harmonic rejection and the VFF for harmonic compensation are
similar to feedback loops for harmonics control with reference
as zero, as shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively. However,
the physical meanings of VFF and CFF are much clearer than
feedback control methods. With the physical meaning developed, the VFF and CFF aim at changing the equivalent output
impedance while the feedback control methods aim at eliminating tracking errors (tracking zero references and therefore
losing the flexibility of harmonics control).
III. VIRTUAL IMPEDANCE DESIGN, ANALYSIS,
AND COMPARISONS
A. Modeling with System Delay Considered
In power electronic applications, the system delay is mainly
caused by sampling and control computation as well as the zeroolder-hold (ZOH) nature of the widely applied regular sampling
pulsewidth modulation (PWM). Take the single update PWM
method as an example, the control output needs to be held until
the start of the next switching period before it is applied. Thus,
the computation delay is mainly determined by PWM frequency
rather than the capacity of the digital processor. And the PWM
delay is also determined by the switching frequency. When
the switching frequency is low, the effects of the system delay
cannot be ignored anymore.
To reduce the computation delay, the multisampling method
can be applied. Fig. 4 shows a typical process when the

Fig. 4.

Multisampling and single-update PWM.

Fig. 5.

Transfer function block of the whole system.

multisampling method and single update mode PWM are employed. The multisampling method starts the sampling and
analog-to-digital conversion at the beginning of each sampling
period and then the control computation will be done based on
the sampling results. Then the newest modulation reference can
be updated at the beginning of the following switching period
and held for the whole switching period, making the computation delay the same as the sampling period Tc , instead of the
switching period Ts .
Besides the computation delay, the PWM delay can be expressed as a ZOH like (10)
1 − e−sT s
(10)
s
where Ts is the switching period. The PWM delay approximately can be regarded as Ts /2, which can be expressed as
e−s(T s /2) . To make the model more accurate, it has to be linearized by a more accurate method to properly analyze its effects. In this paper, second-order Padé approximation is applied,
which linearizes a delay as
Gdelay (s) =

Gdelay (s) =

1 − 2t s +
1 + 2t s +

t2 2
12 s
t2 2
12 s

(11)

where t is the delay time. The delay time t contains both the
switching delay Ts /2 and the computation delay Tc . For PWM,
as shown in Fig. 4, t should be approximately 0.6Ts when ten
times multisampling is applied.
The whole transfer function block is shown in Fig. 5. To build
a single-input-single-output (SISO) system to realize the following analysis, Iload and VPCC are considered as disturbance and
omitted in the simplified model, while current control reference
IO∗ and IO are taken as desired input and output, respectively.
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Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Simplified transfer function block of the whole system.

Transfer function block to develop output impedance.
TABLE I
CASE STUDY PARAMETERS

The simplified transfer function block is shown in Fig. 6. In
Fig. 6, the transfer function G1 (s) and G2 (s) are derived from
the blocks of the plant shown in Fig. 5

Parameters

Values

G1 (s) =

LCL filter

L 1 = 2.5 mH, L 2 = 2.5 mH, C = 40 μF, R 1 = 0.1 Ω,
R 2 = 0.1 Ω, R C = 1 Ω
L g = 5 mH, R g = 0.22 Ω,
110 V/60 Hz
2 kHz

Rc Cs + 1
⎞
L1 L2 Cs + (R1 L2 C + R2 L1 C + Rc L1 C + Rc L2 C)s2
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
+ (R1 Rc C + R2 Rc C + R1 R2 C)s + (L1 + L2 )s
⎠
⎝
+ (R1 + R2 )
(12)
⎛

3

G2 (s) =

L1 Cs2 + (R1 + Rc )Cs + 1
.
Rc Cs + 1

Grid impedance
Grid voltage
Switching
frequency
System delay

3e-4 s

(13)

The harmonic extraction is realized by the band pass filter
Gbp (s), which is defined as
Gbp (s) =

(ωh /Q) · s
s2 + (ωh /Q) · s + ωh 2

(14)

where ωh is the harmonic frequency and Q is the quality factor.
The fundamental regulation is achieved by PR controller as
KR · s
(15)
s2 + ω 2
where ω is the fundamental frequency.
The transfer function of the whole control system can be
derived based on Fig. 6, which can be expressed as (16) for VFF
and (17) for CFF
GPR (s) = Kp +

GVFF (s) =

IO (s)
=
IO∗ (s)
G1 (s)Gdelay (s)GPR (s)
1 + G2 (s)Gg (s)

(16)

+ G1 (s)Gdelay (s) (GPR (s) + Kh · Gbp (s)Gg (s))
GCFF (s) =

IO (s)
=
IO∗ (s)

G1 (s)Gdelay (s)GPR (s)
1 + G1 (s)Gdelay (s) (Gh · Gbp (s) + GPR (s)) + G2 (s)Gg (s)
(17)
where Gg (s) = Lg s + Rg .
B. Virtual Impedance Model Verification
Besides Norton equivalent circuit method, the transfer function can also be used to develop the virtual impedance model.

Fig. 8.

Bode plot of −V PCC (s)/IO (s).

As the whole system model has been built, as shown in Fig. 5,
by taking the VPCC as the input and IO as the output (the
other inputs are omitted), as shown in Fig. 7, the transfer function between VPCC and IO can be developed as (18) and (19),
respectively
−

−

1 + GPR (s)G1 (s)Gdelay (s)
VPCC (s)
=
IO (s)
G1 (s)G2 (s) + Kh Gbp (s)Gdelay (s)G1 (s)
(18)
VPCC (s)
=
IO (s)

1 + Gh Gbp (s)Gdelay (s)G1 (s) + GPR (s)Gdelay (s)G1 (s)
.
G2 (s)G1 (s)
(19)
Using (18) and (19), the feed-forward gains designed according to (9) and (7) can be verified. To do a numerical study, case
study parameters for all the following analysis are given in Table. I. Fig. 8 shows the frequency response of the equivalent
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Fig. 9.
(VFF).

Zero–pole map when impedance angle changes from 0 to 2π

Fig. 10.
(CFF).

Zero–pole map when impedance angle changes from 0 to 2π

output impedance defined by (18) and (19). Here the CFF and
VFF are applied to control the fifth-order harmonic. The control gains are designed according to (9) and (7), i.e., Nortonequivalent-circuit-based model. As can be seen in Fig. 8, the
impedance can be either increased or decreased by both of
the control approaches. The control parameters designed from
the Norton equivalent model can achieve the desired impedance
in the model derived by transfer functions. It means the two
models match each other. In addition, it can be observed that
two curves for the same impedance under the two different
methods have an intersection at 300 Hz (fifth order). Therefore,
it can be concluded that the impedances can be controlled to be
almost the same with the two different control methods.

2261

are related to the harmonic compensation, which shapes like a
circle as ZV angle changes by 360°. As can be seen in Fig. 9,
the radius of the circle increases with the decrease of virtual
impedance norm. The large circle may have part of it exit the
left half plane (LHP). To maintain stability, p1 and p2 has to
be at LHP at the same time, which can be guaranteed when
the impedance norm is large. For example, when the impedance
norm is larger than 10, pole circles are all located in the LHP.
However, when the norm is small and part of the circle exits
the stable boundary, applicable angles can still be found, for
example, 0–180° when |ZV | = 5.
The poles positions under CFF method are shown in Fig. 10.
Similarly, dominant poles p1 and p2 are related to harmonic
control. However, for CFF, the circle radius increases with the
increase of impedance norm, which is opposite to VFF.As a
result, stability can be guaranteed when the impedance norm is
small, such as |ZV | < 20. When the pole circle is large to have
an unstable region, the applicable range can still be found, for
instance, 70–180° when |ZV | = 30.
As discussed, the relationships between pole radius and |ZV |
are opposite under VFF and CFF. This is expected because
the coefficient Kh is in the denominator while Gh is in the
numerator of the virtual impedance expression, as shown in (9)
and (7), respectively. As a result, VFF can be easily applied
with good stability when the control target is to optimize the
VSI output current, where the virtual impedance norm needs to
be set as a large one, while the impedance norm in CFF needs
to be designed carefully to obtain applicable impedance angle
due to stability limitation. On the other hand, CFF method has
excellent stability when the virtual impedance norm is small,
which leads to easy implementation when the control target is
to compensate the PCC voltage harmonics. In this case, VFF
has to be carefully tuned to guarantee the control stability.
In addition, it is worth to note that p3 and p4 in both Figs. 9
and 10 are mainly related to LCL resonance. However, they are
also partially influenced by the harmonic control parameters.
This is because the band pass filter for harmonic control is not
ideal, leading to small impacts to the poles at other frequencies.
To avoid p3 and p4 from moving to right half plane (RHP), it is
recommended to limit the minimum impedance norm for VFF
to be larger than 0.1∗ |Zeq | and the maximum impedance norm
for CFF to be less than 10∗ |Zeq | during implementation even
the p1 and p2 allows larger range.
D. Harmonic Control Performance Analysis

C. Stability Analysis
Since the feed-forward gains, Gh (for CFF) and Kh (for VFF)
are complex numbers (so are the equivalent impedances), both
the norms and the angles need to be designed. Also, both the
norms and the angles can influence the stability performance.
Based on (16) and (17), the pole positions with respect to different equivalent harmonic impedance designs are mapped in
Figs. 9 and 10, respectively.
Fig. 9 shows the pole positions when the angle of equivalent
harmonic impedance changes from 0 to 2π, while the norms
change from 5 to 25 under VFF. The dominant poles p1 and p2

Besides the stability concern, the harmonic control performance of VFF and CFF should be analyzed, especially
considering their control parameters have different stable
ranges, which may limit the optimal harmonic compensation
performance. This can be realized by impedance-based analysis. Besides, the analysis can also be used to check the stability
of the whole system including the dc bus and ac grid.
Fig. 11 shows the impedance model at the harmonic order.
The harmonic current injected by the nonlinear loads Iload h
are shared by the interfacing VSI and the grid, whose absorbed
harmonic currents are −IO h and Ig r id h . Thus, the attenuation
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Impedance model at harmonic order.

Fig. 13. Expected virtual impedance and actual value when system
parameters changes (L 1 , L 2 reduce to 70% while R 1 , R 2 increase to
120%).

E. Sensitivity to System Parameters

Fig. 12.

Attenuation ratio ξ5 when Zv norm and angle change.

ratio can be defined as
Zg (ωh )
−IO h (ωh )
=
.
ξh =
Iload h (ωh )
ZV (ωh ) + Zg (ωh )

(20)

Fig. 12 shows the attenuation ratio ξ5 for fifth-order harmonic
under CFF and VFF with respect to different norms and angles
of equivalent impedance ZV . The attenuation ratio is expected
to be within 0 to 1. However, when ZV is set to be capacitive,
the resonance may be generated within some range, which is
the region that the attenuation ratio is above 1. The system can
be seen as unstable under this condition. An attenuation ratio
below 0.5 means the harmonic currents are mainly absorbed by
the grid, improving the VSI output current quality as a result.
On the contrast, when it is above 0.5, the PCC voltage quality
will be improved.
Both converter stability and attenuation ratio should be
taken into consideration when selecting the virtual impedance
value ZV . The converter stability has to be fulfilled first then
the impedance-based analysis should be applied to verify the
whole system stability and attenuation ratio. With the virtual
impedance selected, the feed-forward gains Kh and Gh can then
be determined according to (9) and (7), respectively. Through
the analysis so far, it is clear to see the major advantages of the
two control methods: the design and analysis have clear physical meaning, leading to a straightforward control parameter
design.

As discussed, the two control methods have clear physical
meaning, and thus, the control parameters can be designed based
on system parameters. However, the actual system parameters
may mismatch the parameters used in the design procedure due
to different operating conditions. For example, inductance may
decrease within 30% (more than 30% will be regarded as saturation, which will be avoided in practice) as current increases;
parasitic resistors of inductors may increase no more than 20% if
the operation temperature keeps in the allowable range. Taking
these system parameter variations into consideration, the sensitivity to the system parameters has to be evaluated. As shown
in Fig. 13, the virtual impedance norm varies when the system
parameters (L1 , L2 , R1 , and R2 ) change in the given conditions.
When the angle of the virtual impedance is set to be 45°, the
virtual impedance norm has the largest variation. Therefore, the
angles around 45° are not recommended. Also, a safety margin
is suggested to guarantee the harmonic control performance.
Besides the harmonic control performance, stability should
also be checked. Taking the fifth-order harmonic control as an
example, when L1 , L2 , R1 and R2 change in a reasonable range,
the dominant poles ph1 and ph2 in both Fig. 14(a) and (b) will
not exit the stable boundary. These poles are related to harmonic
control at the fifth-order and move in a small range in the given
condition. The other poles move towards the negative direction
of the real axis, showing no possibility to exit LHP. The pole
positions show that both VFF method and CFF method can be
designed to be robust to the system parameters’ variation in
terms of stability.
F. Summary of Comparisons between CFF and VFF
As discussed previously, although VFF feeds forward PCC
voltage while CFF uses the output current, the converter output
impedances can be controlled as the same by these two methods.
As a result, the compensation performances under both VFF and
CFF are determined by the designed virtual impedances.
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Experimental Prototype.
TABLE II
HARMONIC CONTROL PARAMETERS
Operation
Mode

Fifth Order
ZV

VFF

CFF

Fig. 14. Pole position when L 1 , L 2 reduce by 30% while R 1 and R 2
increase by 20%: (a) VFF method; (b) CFF method.

However, some differences still exist as discussed previously.
For the VFF control, the converter stability can be guaranteed
with higher virtual impedance norm. Then it is easy to be applied for harmonic rejection. While for CFF method, converter
stability can be easily obtained when the virtual impedance is
small, leading to an easy application in harmonic compensation. Generally, both methods can be applied for both harmonic
rejection and harmonic compensation. But the VFF method is
limited for harmonic compensation under low grid impedance
(|Zg | < 0.1|Zeq |) and CFF method is limited for harmonic rejection under high grid impedance (|Zg | > 10|Zeq |). In general,
the VFF method is recommended for harmonic rejection and
the CFF method is recommended for harmonic compensation
in terms of stability.
IV. EXPERIMENT VERIFICATION
To validate the harmonic compensation methods, a gridtied three-phase grid-interfacing VSI based on the dSPACE

Harmonic
80 ࢬ 135°
rejection
Harmonic
1.1 ࢬ 110°
compensation
Harmonic
80 ࢬ 135°
rejection
Harmonic
1.1 ࢬ 120°
compensation

Seventh Order

K h or G h

ZV

K h or G h

0.6 ࢬ 138°

65 ࢬ 130°

0.3 ࢬ −100°

5 ࢬ 0°

5 ࢬ 110°

1 ࢬ 0°

50 ࢬ 180°

60 ࢬ 110°

16 ࢬ 180°

5.8 ࢬ −86°

5 ࢬ 110°

5.5 ࢬ −70°

(DS1103) control system is built, which is shown in Fig. 15.
A three-phase programmable ac power supply is used to supply
grid voltage. The nonlinear load is constructed by a three-phase
diode rectifier with parallel-connected capacitor and resistor at
dc side. The experiment parameters are the same as the case
study parameters, shown in Table. I. 10 times multisampling
is applied in the control system. The harmonic controllers are
applied for fifth- and seventh-order harmonic.
The control parameters applied in the experiment are shown
in Table. II. The control parameters are designed based on aforementioned design procedures. Taking the fifth-order harmonic
current rejection as an example, the norm should be enlarged
and thus a 6.5 times larger output impedance is selected to reject
harmonic currents. By checking the stability analysis shown in
Figs. 9 and 10, the 135° virtual impedance angle is selected
for this norm to keep stable. By further checking the attenuation ratio, the corresponding ξ5 is reduced from 0.425 to 0.1
(as shown in Fig. 17, the fifth-order harmonic current is reduced
from 7.8% to 1.6%, which is very close to the expected result),
meaning the grid current quality can be improved. Meanwhile,
the impedance angle is not very sensitive to system parameter
variation. Then the feed-forward gains can be calculated and
applied. Similar procedures can be applied for other operation
modes and harmonic frequencies.
Fig. 16 shows the harmonic rejection operation by VFF
method. As can be seen, the transient process is very smooth
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Harmonic rejection with VFF.

Fig. 18.

Harmonic compensation with VFF.

Fig. 17. FFT analysis of output current: (a) no harmonic control; (b)
harmonic rejection by VFF.

Fig. 19. FFT analysis of PCC voltage: (a) no harmonic control; (b)
harmonic compensation by VFF.

when the method is applied. The distorted output current becomes sinusoidal. It is easier to observe from the zoomed-in
view of these. The FFT analysis further shows the current quality improvement, which is shown in Fig. 17. The current THD
drops from 9.21% to 4.44%. Wherein, the fifth-order harmonic
drops form 7.8% to 1.6% and the seventh-order harmonic drops
from 2.5% to 0.7%. The harmonic rejection is quite effective.
When the virtual impedance is set to be a small value, the
VFF control system turns to realize harmonic compensation,
i.e., improve the PCC voltage. As can be seen from Fig. 18, the
distortion of PCC voltage is reduced significantly after a short
transient process. The zoomed-in view shows more distorted
output currents are absorbed by the VSI, so that the PCC voltages become less distorted. The FFT analysis in Fig. 19 shows
that the THD of PCC voltage is reduced from 7.06% to 4.86%
because of the fifth-order harmonic and seventh-order harmonic
is significantly compensated. Both of them are reduced from
nearly 4% to no more than 1%.
CFF method has similar performances under different virtual
impedance configuration. In Fig. 20, after the CFF starts to operate, the current quality is improved by enlarging the fifth-order
and seventh-order virtual impedance. Besides, a short regulation
duration can be observed. The current quality improvement can

also be easily observed from the zoomed view in Fig. 20. The
FFT analysis in Fig. 21 further proves the effectiveness, which
shows that the fifth-order harmonic is reduced from about 7.5%
to 1.2% and seventh-order harmonic is reduced from 2.5% to
0.7%, improving the output current THD from 9.17% to 4.36%.
When the virtual impedance is configured to be small, CFF is
also able to compensate the PCC voltage harmonics, as shown in
Fig. 22. A smooth transient can be seen when the compensation
starts. Meanwhile, the voltage quality improvement can be seen
from the zoomed-in view: a sinusoidal PCC voltage appear
after CFF is applied. According to the FFT analysis in Fig. 23,
the fifth- and seventh-order harmonics are attenuated, being
decreased from around 4% to around 0.5%.
From the experiments, it can be noticed that there are short
transient responses under the harmonic compensation by VFF
and harmonic rejection by CFF. This phenomenon indicates
the system is underdamped. The reason is that: to obtain low
virtual impedance by VFF or high virtual impedance by CFF,
the applicable control parameters usually make the poles close
to the imaginary axis, leading to the low damping ratio. On
the contrast, smooth transient can be observed under harmonic
compensation by CFF and harmonic rejection by VFF. This
is consistent with the analysis earlier: the CFF for harmonic
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Fig. 23. FFT analysis of PCC voltage: (a) no harmonic control; (b)
harmonic compensation by CFF.

Fig. 20.

Harmonic rejection with CFF.

Fig. 21. FFT analysis of output current: (a) no harmonic control; (b)
harmonic rejection by CFF.

Fig. 24. Harmonic rejection performance when L 2 reduces 50%:
(a) VFF method (b) CFF method.

Fig. 22.

Harmonic compensation with CFF.

compensation and VFF for harmonic rejection have better stability performance.
Due to the calculation of the feed-forward gain requires the
system parameters, the parameter variation may influence the
control performance. However, a proper selection of virtual
impedance angle with enough norm margin can guarantee the
performance. Taking harmonic current rejection as an example,
the ability to resist system parameter variation is verified, as
shown in Fig. 24(a) and (b). When the inductance of L2 reduces
by 50% from 2.5 to 1.25 mH, which is an extreme condition
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Fig. 25. FFT analysis of output current when L 2 changes: (a) VFF
method, (b) CFF Method.

In addition, the comparison of the transient response between
the conventional harmonic control proposed for grid interfacing VSIs and the proposed method is shown in Fig. 26. The
traditional voltage harmonic compensation method [3] employs
multi-resonance controllers in both inner current loop and outer
voltage loop. Due to the low switching frequency, the loop gains
should be limited to maintain stable for the conventional dualloop control. Then the same loop gains are used in VFF. The
amplitudes of fifth-order voltage harmonics under the two different methods are thus almost the same. However, as shown in
Fig. 26(a) and (b), the transient response of VFF is much faster
than the dual loop control. The proposed methods have faster
responses as the feed-forward path is employed for harmonic
control.
V. CONCLUSION
The increasing number of nonlinear loads make the harmonic
pollution a significant concern for today’s distribution grid. This
paper employed two virtual impedance methods, VFF method
and CFF method, to realize harmonic control through the interfacing converters of DG or interlinking converter between ac
and dc grids with low switching frequency (2 kHz). Harmonic
rejection or compensation could be easily achieved under both
of the two methods; thus, the control target could be flexibly
set according to the grid requirements. The physical meaning
established by the control methods made the design and analysis
very straightforward and accurate. Considering the low switching frequency and coupling between fundamental control and
harmonic control, the system delay and feedback controller had
been taken into account during system modeling and virtual
impedance design. Besides, according to the analysis results,
application suggestions for the VFF and CFF methods were
given. The effectiveness of these methods was verified by experiments.
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